IT is spinning its
wheels in automotive
manufacturing
Automotive manufacturers face many challenges: regulatory
compliance, risk of recalls, dynamic market conditions—to name
a few. For IT, the task of keeping the business nimble is often
hindered by costly, disjointed hardware and software that:
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But your savvy competitors have found a better way to meet these
challenges. The Plex Manufacturing Cloud is a versionless cloud ERP solution
that automates and simplifies IT’s daily tasks - freeing resources to address
bigger business issues.

Here are some of the results our customers are seeing:
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“

What [Plex] gives us is real confidence
in the processes we are running, the
accuracy of the data we are capturing,
the visibility of our operations, and the
quality of products we are creating
and shipping to customers.
TECHNICAL SERVICES MANAGER,
CALTHERM
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Clips & Clamps Industries
replaced six disparate
systems with a single
integrated ERP from Plex
Manufacturing Cloud.

“

We are now in a good position for the
future. Our revenue continues to
grow, our systems are strong and we
continue to expand the role of Plex
within the company.
DAN JANUSZEK, ASSISTANT GM,
MFC NETFORM

Plex delivers a manufacturing operating system with versionless software to
improve IT operations. Unlock continuous improvement, access better
business analytics, and develop strategies that move the business forward —
no software updates needed. With configurable capabilities, crossoperational visibility, and real-time insight into critical data, Plex empowers
teams for operational excellence, from the plant to the back office.

Ready to stop fighting fires and address new
business challenges? Learn how the Plex
Manufacturing Cloud can help you.
Visit Plex.com or call 855.534.8012
to speak with an expert today.
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Traceability went from 30
minutes or more of pulling
data from three systems, to a
few mouse clicks from one
system.
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